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Abstract

Hypothetical core disruptive accidents are postulated to clear potential of a reactor
plant to withstand extremal conditions and to generate measures for management and
mitigation of accidents consequence. In Russian advanced reactors there is a core catcher
below the diagrid to prevent vessel bottom melting and to localize fuel debris.

In this paper the calculation technique and estimation of relocation time of molten
fuel and materials are presented in the case of core disruptive accidents postulated for
LMFR reactor. To evaluate minimum interval of fuel relocation time the calculations for
different initial data are provided.

Large mass of materials between the core and the catcher in LMFR reactor hinders
molten materials relocation toward the vessel bottom. That condition increases the time
interval of reaching core catcher by molten fuel.

Computations performed allowed to evaluate the minimum molten materials relocation
time from the core to the core catcher. This time interval is in a range of 3.5...5.5 hours.

Introduction

Hypothetical accidents with core disruption are postulated to find out the possibilities
of a reactor plant to withstand extremal conditions and to elaborate measures for
management of such accidents and mitigation of their consequences.

The analysis of fuel relocation as a result of core melting at a postulated accident
in a LMFR was first time performed in Russia in the middle of seventies.

From the viewpoint of reactor bottom protection against melting the LMFR integral
reactor vessel has a number of additional barriers hindering the molten material relocation
towards the reactor bottom. Melting of the lower axial blanket and FA structure including
lower part of its nozzle, upper and lower plates of diagrid (Fig.l) should hinder a molten
material ingress under the diagrid. All structures are washed from underneath by sodium
and when there is the possibility for coolant to circulate act as a catcher for molten
materials.

But after Chernobyl accident a decision was taken to install under the diagrid a special
refractory catcher for localization of molten fuel and metal structures.

To analyze the fuel debris behavior in the catcher the estimation of minimal time
for fuel relocation was done. Thereby it was postulated the impossibility of sodium natural
circulation under the carrier assemblies and below diagrid plates. In this case can form
a vapor space and melting these constructions by molten fuel.
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Fig. 1 LMFR reactor with primary circuit equipment
1-refuelling machine; 2-upper construction; 3-small rotating plug; 4-upper stationary shield;
5-immersed heat exchanger; 6-reactor silo; 7-core catcher; 8-diagrid; 9-core; 10-safety vessel;
11-main vessel; 12-primary pump; 13-large rotating plug; 14-flexible cable
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Estimation of Downmotion Time Interval of Molten Fuel

For estimation of fuel relocation time it was postulated complete melting and reactor
core destruction. The fission reaction terminates due to removal of a part of fuel from
the core.

The fuel swept into the upper reactor chamber by gaseous fission products and molten
fuel element claddings steel vapors disperses as a result of interaction with sodium and
subsequently deposits on internal surfaces of in-reactor constructions. The possibility of
heat removal from the primary coolant remains and natural circulation develops in the
reactor due to the emergency cooling system operation.

It is possible to cool the particles layer by sodium flow through it due to natural
circulation in primary circuit under certain conditions (distribution of fuel particles over
the core volume in form of pebble bed of approx. 2.5 m diameter) / I / . I n this case
the evaporation of sodium from the layer and repeated fuel melting do not occur and,
consequently, the underlying metal structures of the reactor do not melt.

The accident situation associated with blocking of the flow section for coolant due
to deformation of the structures and impossibility for supplying the coolant from
underneath was analyzed to obtain data necessary for the design of a catcher. This event
corresponded with event when the particle bed was located on impermeable plate.

During the first hour of accident the decay heat in the particle layer considerably
exceeds the allowable values of specific decay heat at which the aggregate state of the
layer do not change if heat is removed from its inner and side surfaces. Hence, in the
central plane of the layer the dried zone from which the sodium was evaporated will
increase, then the fuel melting occurs with the following sacking of the layer due to
densification of fuel in the zone of its melting. The melting extends on the reactor
structures where the heat evolving layer is deposited. The downmotion of the layer
consisting of homogeneous mixture of fuel and steel (without sodium) depends on the
rate of heat supply to the metal structures disposed under the core, i.e. on the rate of
its heating and melting.

The calculation of the relocation of fuel debris due to melting of metal structures was
performed with and without account of components stratification (steel and more heavy
fuel). The heat transfer is effected through fuel-metal structures interface. The specific
release decreases due to mixing fuel debris with uranium dioxide of axial blanket and
natural decay of activity. The heat removal from the layer disposed above is accounted
for but heat removal by sodium disposed underneath is neglected.

The calculation showed that the time of relocation of molten materials to the upper
plate of the diagrid amounts to approx. 4.5 hours. The ultimate estimation allowed to
formulate initial data for development of the catcher. An improved technique was also
elaborated which is realized in "TRAMS-FDOWN" program 111.

Technique for Calculation of Molten Materials Relocation Towards
Refractory Catcher Used in "TRAMS-FDOWN" Program

The program is intended for calculation of molten fuel relocation towards the catcher
through lower axial blanket, fuel elements gas plenum, FAs nozzles and diagrid plates.

To calculate the motion dynamics of two interfaces simultaneously in the limits of
one calculation region it is necessary that the temperature in each phase and conditions
on the interface meet one initial equation. Introducing Dirak 6- function into quasi-
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linear equation of heat conductivity we obtain:

j j

dT(r,t) 1 <?T(r,t)

dr
+ q v ( r , t )

where ^ heat capacity coefficient of medium unit volume;
r - coordinate (in this report it is axial);
t - time;
R - latent heat of j-th phase transition;
k - geometry criterion (in this report K=0 - plane geometry);
\ - thermal conductivity;
q - heat release of medium unit volume

Conditions on phase interface are:

dT( r . t )
-X(r,t)

dr
+

<?T(r,t)

dr
= ± R

r = y -
r = y +

H

T(y,t) = T
H

where y - coordinate of phase interface.
Main premises used in the calculation:
1).(Molten mass affecting the metal structures consists only of fuel. The molten steel

is displaced from the volume considered and is not taken into account at studying these
processes.

2). Temperature on the upper boundary of the molten materials is equal to (U - Pu) O2

boiling point. It is assumed that above the molten material layers are its vapors. Their
condensation leads to the increase of the thickness of molten material layer when decay
heat gradually decreases.

3). The effective coefficients of heat conductivity are calculated assuming that parallel
conductivity of constituent materials in accordance with their volume fraction takes place.
The values of effective heat capacities for unit volume in the calculation regions are
calculated analogically. The values of latent heat of phase change are applied for
calculation zone unit volume. The effective values of thermal properties are given in
the Table. The calculated effective values for the zone of FAs nozzles accounted for
the steel carrier assemblies. The region of steel plugs on FAs lower nozzles is considered
as a separate region, thereby it is accepted that the volume fraction of steel is equal
to unity.

Table
Effective values of thermo-physical properties

Name

Lower axial blanket
Fuel elements gas plenum
FAs nozzles

Z o n e
length,
m

0.35
0.67
0.8

with liquid sodium

*eff,
W/mK

30
30
50

C eff,
MJ/m3K

3.0
1.6
2.8

with Na vapors

Xeff,
W/mK

7
7
10

C eff,
MJ/m3K

2.6
1.2
2.2
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Three variants are calculated:
1). In the first variant the liquid sodium boundary on the calculated section moves

as this sodium is evaporated.
2). Unlike the above model, the sodium vapor bubble expands up to the heat affected

zone of the molten fuel from the start of the process under consideration.
3). In the third variant the steel as it melts is not removed from the calculated regions

but runs down over an additional continuous steel layer in the way of molten debris
relocation.

The Results of Calculation Analysis

The calculation results are given in Fig-s 2, 3 and 4. Time of fuel debris relocation
to the diagrid calculated to the first model (with gradual vaporization of sodium in channels
for coolant but without account of expansion of its vapor in the bubble under the melt
due to pressure increase during vaporization) is 5 hours. The minimal time of fuel
relocation to the diagrid upper plate to the second model assuming the expansion of
sodium vapor beyond the molten fuel boundary, so-called fuel melt heat affected zone,
Fig.3, is three hours.

The account of additional steel layer in the way of molten materials down motion
in third calculational scheme increases the minimal time of relocation also up to 5 hours
as in the calculation to the first model.

Under assumption of vapor space formation under upper and subsequently also under
the diagrid lower plate the time of their melting amounts to approx. 0.5 hours.

Hence, the total time for relocation of molten materials from the core towards the
catcher amount to approx. 3.5 - 5.5 hours.

Conclusion

"TRAMS-FDOWN" program was developed for estimation of time of fuel debris
relocation. With account of vapor space under the diagrid plates the time for molten
material relocation from the core to the catcher will be approx. 3.5 - 5.5 hours.

At present, the modernization of the program continues.
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Fig.2 Relocation of molten fuel for first calculated model
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Fig.3 Relocation of molten fuel for second calculated model
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Fig.4 Relocation of molten fuel for third calculatecl model
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